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INTRODUCTION:
Alterations in Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF) signaling pathway have been implicated in
the pathogenesis of variety of malignancies including prostate cancer by in vitro and in
vivo studies[Polnaszek et al., 2003;Ozen et al., 2001;Takahashi, 1998;Giri et al., 1999].
FGFs produce their mitogenic and angiogenic effects in target cells by signaling through
four distinct cell-surface tyrosine kinase receptors, FGFR-1 through FGFR-4. Prostate
epithelial cells express FGF receptors and require FGFs for growth in primary culture.
Prostate cancer cells express multiple types of FGF receptor and increased expression of
FGF receptor-I (FGFR-1) is present in poorly differentiated human prostate cancers in
vivo[Takahashi, 1998;Giri et al., 1999]. We hypothesized that FGF receptor signaling is
essential for viability of human prostate cancer cells and disruption of this signaling via
expression of a dominant negative FGF receptor-I protein in human prostate cancer cells
might contribute to the death of cancer cells and can be used as adjuvant to current
treatment options especially to radiotherapy since it has been also administered locally.
Furthermore, analysis of gene expression profile in FGFR DN transfected cells might
help our understanding of how FGFR DN works and the differentially expressed genes
determined by microarray analysis can be used as targets for prostate cancer therapy.

BODY:
Task 1: We have proposed to evaluate biological affects of DN FGFR expression in
human primary prostate epithelial cellshumand primary prostate ancerlial cell s lTablel. Prostate cancer cell lines and appropriateand prostate cancer cell lines. W e have ls u e in a no r si f ct n
obtained different recently established
prostate cancer cell lines from other
investigators and American Type Name Origin Androgen MOI used
Culture Collection (ATCC). Among of the Sau(intosa
these are 22Rvl[Sramkoski et al., 1999] cell line particles)
obtained from ATCC, LAPC4 [Craft et DU145 Brain insensitive 3
al., 1999] from Dr. Charles Sawyers of metastasis
University of California, Los Angeles, PC3 Bone insensitive 4
C4, C4-2 and C4-2B[Thalmann et al., metastasis
2000] from Dr. Leland Chung of meat si s
University of Virginia and MDA PCa 2b Lys i
[Navone et al., 1997] from Dr. Nora ne
Navone of University of Texas M.D. metastasis
Anderson Cancer Center. These cell 22Rvl CWR22R insensitive 5
lines have been frozen in liquid nitrogen LAPC4 Bone sensitive 2.5
for further experiments. Normal prostate metastasis
biopsy specimens were also cultured for MDA Bone sensitive 6
the purpose of obtaining primary Pca 2b metastasis
prostate epithelial cells. All cell lines C4 LNCaP insensitive 4
have been tittered for optimal C4-2 LNCaP insensitive 5
multiplicity of infection (MOI) to be C4-2B LNCaP insensitive 5
used in subsequent experiments. Viral
particles was used to establish MOIs in
cell lines since this has been suggested
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as a reliable approach in the literature [Green et al., 2002;Yotnda et al., 2002]. This data
and the phenotypes of the cell lines are summarized in Table 1.
To analyze the affect of DN FGFR in human prostate cell proliferation and/or viability,
cells were counted by Coulter counter after 24, 48 and 72 hr of infection with DN FGFR
and LacZ. As seen in Figure 1, LAPC4 cells had the most dramatic effect on the
inhibition of cell proliferation
when infected with DN 0LacZ
FGFR adenovirus. Over 90 %
of the cells died after 72 600 rDN
hours of infection with DN
FGFR; however, there was a
16% increase on the number 400.

of cells infected with LacZ as
control. MDA Pca 2b cells 300

also showed decreased in the
number of proliferating cells R 200-

after infection with DN
FGFR adenovirus as 100.

compared to control at all 0
three time points (Figure 1). 24 hr 48hr 72 ir 24hr 48hr 72hr 24hr 48hr 72hr

After 72 hours of infection .100 LAPC4 22RvA MDAPCa2b

cells treated with DN FGFR
stopped proliferating as Figure 1. Effect of DN FGFR on prostate cancer cell proliferation and
contrast to the cells infected viability. LAPC4 22Rv1 and MDA PCa 2b cells were plated at 5 x 10 4

with control adenovirus cells per 35-mm dish and infected with Ad FGFR or Ad Lac Z as control.
which continued to grow and The cell number was determined by counting with the use of Coulter
more than doubled in number counter at 24, 48, and 72 hours after infection. All values are the mean of
in 72 hours. The 22 Rvl cell triplicate determinations.
line only had significant
reduction on the number of proliferating cells after 72 hours of infection.

A series of lineage-related LNCaP cell sublines that reflect the various steps of prostate
carcinogenesis and
progression has been
derived[Thalmann et al.,
2000]. An androgen- 400 LacZ
independent (Al) cell line,
C4-2, reproducibly and 300 0 DN FGFR
consistently follows the 250

metastatic patterns of
hormone-refractory prostate E

cancer by producing lymph 150

node and bone metastases 100
when injected either s.c. or
orthotopically in either 01

hormonally intact or 24° r 481w 72h, 24hr 481h 721h 24hr 4Thr 72 hr

C4 C4-2 C4-2B

Figure 2. Effect of DN FGFR on prostate cancer cell proliferation and
viability on LNCaP prostate cancer sublines C4, C4-2 and C4-2B.



castrated hosts[Thalmann et al., 2000]. This LNCaP model will help improve our
understanding of the mechanisms of androgen-dependent to androgen-independent
prostate cancer progression. As seen on Figure 2, although DN FGFR adenovirus
treatment did decrease the proliferation of all three LNCaP derivatives, The biological
effect was not as dramatic as it was in parental LNCap cells. We have previously
observed 50- 70% decrease in cell number by 72 hours after DN FGFR treatment [Ozen
et al., 2001]. One possible explanation of this difference could be the difference in the
endogenous FGF2 responds to the DN FGFR treatment of these cell lines. This
possibility is currently under investigation. It is interesting, however, to note that the
original LNCaP cell line was androgen sensitive in contrast to C4-2 sub-lines. Two of the
cell lines, LAPC4 and MDA PCa 2b, mentioned earlier to have the most biological effect
after DN FGFR treatment are
also androgen sensitive prostate A.
cancer cell lines. It might be
interesting to test the effect of
DN FGFR on different 1

androgen sensitivity conditions. 0.9 LacZ
0.8

For the examination of the E 0.7 EDN FGFR
effect of the DN FGFR on cell 0 0.6

cycle progression, prostate M0,1 0.4

cells were infected with AdDN 0.

FGFR and AdLacZ and flow 0.3

cytometry analysis was 0.2

performed after different time 9.
points (24, 48 and 72 hours). A 0 24h h 72 h S h 2 hpons z, + 7 4 8, 4Orh, 24 hr 4.0hr 72h 245, 4
summary of these results is LAPC4 22Rvl MDAPCa2b

shown in Figures 3 A and B.
All cell lines tested except C4-
2 accumulated in G2/M 72 B.
hours after the infection with
DN FGFR. In 48 hours of
infection with DN FGFR, C4-2 0.5.

cells, however showed 20% 0.45. LacZ
increase in the number of cells 0.4.

in G2/M phase. The • 035 EIDN FGFR
accumulation of cells in G2/M 0 0.3

did not correlate the biological .- 0.25

effect of DN FGFR in every 0.2.

cell line. For example, 0.15.

treatment of DN FGFR showed 0.1
more biological effect on MDA 0.05.

PCa 2b cells as compared to
22Rvl cells after 72 hours of 24 hr 40 hr 72 hr hr 72 hr 24 hr 48 hr 72 hr

infection (28% reduction in cell C4 C4-2 C4-2B

number after 72 hours of
infection in 22Rvl cells vs Figure 3. Prostate cancer cells, LAPC4, 22Rv1 and MDA Pca

2b (A) and C4, C4-2 and C-42B (B) were infected with AdDN
FGFR and AdLacZ and flow cytometry analysis was performed
after 24, 48 and 72 hours. Percent of the cells in G2 is shown in
each on the y-axis.



68% reduction in MDA PCa 2b cells). However, The percentage of the cells in G2/M
were 85 and 15 in 22 Rvl and MDA PCa cells, respectively. This might require further
investigation. 22 Rv1 cells might need more time to acquire the biological effect of DN
FGFR. Cell cycle analysis of DN FGFR treated LAPC4 cells as a representation is shown
in Figure 4.

Lac Z DN FGFR

820

24 hr kG 2: 33.8 % G2: 25.5

4 % G2: 32.4 % G32 37.848 hr ... : •....

% G2: 40.1 %4279.2

72 hr

Figure 4. Cell cycle analysis of DN FGFR infected LAPC4 cells. In each case, cell
number is represented on the y-axis, with the corresponding fluorescence at 550 nm is
shown on the x-axis. Flow cytometry data are seen as a line, and filled area represents
the result of cell cycle analysis by the use of Multi Cycle software. The percantage of
G2/M as determined with this software is indicated.

Since the production of our original
AdDN FGFR, further developments have

W~O EGFP
been made in the area of adenoviral delivery
to enhance the transduction ability of the 2

vectors such as Ad5 and Ad35. The entry Po 1
pathway for Ad5 consists of initial binding 1,0

to the cell, which is mediated by the
association of the Ad5 fiber protein and a ,00

46-kd membrane protein called CAR, so

followed by internalization. CAR is a o.
24 hr 48 h, 72 hr

member of the immunoglobulin superfamily pC3

Figure 5. Effect of DN FGFR on cell proliferation
and viability of PC3 prostate cancer cell line.



and also serves as the receptor for coxsackie B virus. Recently, a new adenovirus vector
has been developed in which the fiber protein of adenovirus type 35 (Ad 35) has been
substituted for the fiber protein of Ad5 that allows the virus to enter cells in a CAR-
independent fashion. It has been shown that this new vector could efficiently transfer
genes into hematopoietic stem cells and human bone marrow mesenchimal stem
cells[Yotnda et al., 2001;Olmsted-Davis et al., 2002a;Shayakhmetov et al., 2000]. With
the collaboration of our colleagues Drs. Elizabeth Olmsted-Davis and Alan Davis of
Vector Development Core Facility at our Institution, we were able to construct Ad5F35
DN FGFR. This new adenovirus is highly efficient on affecting all the cell lines used. We
were able to get efficient infection on PC3 cell line that has been failed to get infected
with the previous adenovirus. Figure 5 shows the affect of the new adenovirus on PC3
cell proliferation.

Fortunately, we obtained a monoclonal
antibody from Biodesign International, Inc.
(Saco, ME) detecting extracellular domain of
FGFRI. This antibody reacts with both alpha 24 hr 48 hr

(denatured) and beta isoforms and the epitope ....

is within the sequence his241 and va1267
between Ig loops I1 and III. By using this
antibody after titration for our experiments, R-Actin-,-
we easily can show the successful infection of
cells with AdDN FGFR. Figure 6 shows the Figure 6. Detection of DN FGFR
detection of DN FGFR on Western blots. As protein in AdDN FGFR treated
seen in this figure DN FGFR infected PC3 cells.
cells showed a strong band, corresponding to
DN FGFR protein, on a Western blot
incubated with the new FGFRI antibody, suggesting successful infection efficiency on
PC3 cells after 24 hr time point. This data is verified in all cell lines used.

Task 2: We proposed to investigate the growth inhibitory ability of DN FGFR in prostate
cancer xenografts. Total of 35 Athymic NCr-nu/nu male homozygos 6-8 week-old nude
mice were purchased from Charles Rivers Laboratory. Three way Differential Reactive
Stroma (DRS) Xenograft tumors were generated as originally described by Tuxhorn et
al.[Tuxhorn et al., 2002] 2 x106 LNCaP cells and 0.5X106 stromal cells were mixed
with Matrigel and injected in each lateral flank of animal. Stromal cells were provided by
Dr. David Rowley, from the department of
Molecular and Cellular Biology of our
Institution. Five animals (10 injection site) were .

used for each experiment set. A total of three •
sets for each of the DN FGFR and gfp infection + + ,

are used. In one group when the tumor reached
0.5 mm in size AdDN FGFR is injected FGFR DN - o
intratumorally. One animal was sacrificed after B-Actin OW
two rounds of injection to verify successful
delivery of DN FGFR. The tumor lysed in lysis Figure 7. Detection of DN FGFR protein

in AdDN FGFR treated xenografts.
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buffer and the lysate subjected to Western blot experiments by using FGFR1 antibody
described above. As seen in Figure 7, DN FGFR injected tumor showed remarkable
expression of DN FGFR protein. We recently generated three way xenografts in one set
of animals and waiting for the tumors to reach the appropriate size to start the viral
injections. We are expecting to complete these in vivo experiments in next 2-3 months.

Task 3: In this task, we proposed to identify and cluster the differentially expressed
genes in FGFR DN treated and untreated cells by microarray analysis across prostate
cancer cell lines. In our preliminary experiments one of the differentially expressed genes
in AdDN FGFR treated cells was CDC25C. CDC25 phosphatases belong to the tyrosine
phosphatase family and play a critical role in regulating cell cycle progression by
dephosphorylating cyclin dependent kinases at inhibitory residues. In human cells, cdc25
proteins are encoded by a multigene family, consisting of CDC25A, CDC25B, and
CDC25C[Hoffmann, 2000; Turowski et al., 2003]. In late G2, the CDC25C
dephosphorylates Cdc2 on both threonine 14 and tyrosine 15, leading to the activation of
Cdc2/cyclin B complexes[Graves et al., 2001;Dunphy and Kumagai, 1991;Strausfeld et
al., 1991] and progression through the G2/M checkpoint. Phosphorylation of serine 216
of CDC25C throughout interphase and upon G2 checkpoint activation has been found to
negatively regulate the enzymatic activity of CDC25C [Graves et al., 2000;Peng et al.,
1997] and a positive feedback loop has been proposed between cdc2 and CDC25C
[Hoffmann, 2000;Peng et al., 1997;Izumi and Maller, 1995;Strausfeld et al., 1991].
Activated Chk kinases can inactivate CDC25C via phosphorylation at serine 216,
blocking the activation of cdc2 and transition into M-phase [Zeng et al., 1998]. Another
aspect of Cdc25 regulation is alternative splicing that may produce at least five CDC25B
variants [Baldin et al., 1997]. Splice variants are also reported for CDC25A and C
[Wegener et al., 2000;Bureik et al., 2000]. The activity and regulation of CDC25C in
prostate carcinoma has not been previously examined, despite its potentially important
role in the G2/M transition in this common malignancy. To determine whether CDC25C
plays a role in prostate cancer, we have examined the expression of CDC25C and its
alternatively spliced variant in human prostate cancer. CDC25C protein is upregulated in
comparison to normal prostate tissue and is present predominantly in its active
dephosphorylated form. In addition, expression of a biologically active alternatively
spliced CDC25C isoform is increased in prostate cancer. In addition, we have found, by
expression of dominant negative fibroblast growth factor (FGF) receptors, that FGF
signaling modulated CDC25C activity in prostate cancer, and in this manner can promote
progression through the G2/M checkpoint.

This study on CDC25C was presented in tenth Annual Meeting of Association of
Molecular Pathology and the abstract was published in the Journal of Molecular
Diagnostics. The full length manuscript entitled "Increased expression and activity of
CDC25C phosphatase and an alternatively spliced variant in prostate cancer" is in press
in Clinical Cancer Research. Copies of accepted manuscript, published abstract and the
letter of acceptance are attached.
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Figure 8. Summary of differentially expressed genes in DU145 (A) and LAPC4 (B) cell lines.
The numbers of at least 2 fold differentially expressed genes are given inside the circles.

We have compared DU145 and LAPC4 cell lines treated with either gfp or DN
FGFR carrying adenovirus in 16, 24, 48 and 72 hour time points. After hybridization and
initial analysis, all data points were loaded to Gene Spring Software for further detail
analysis. Microarray chip carrying oligonucleotides representing over 21 thousand human
genes and transcripts obtained from Vancouver Microarray Core Facility (Vancouver,
BC) were used. Data with low signal intensity, high background and high variability were
eliminated. Array-specific data normalization was then performed using the LOWESS,
"locally-weighted regression and smoothing scatter plots", procedure. Signals with raw
intensity of less than 1000 in over half of the samples were also eliminated. The fold
difference of the samples over the reference of these genes were calculated and grouped
as they had over two fold differentially expressed values. Figure 8 shows the number of
differentially expressed genes in DU145 cells in 8A and LAPC4 cells in 8B.

We have clustered these differentially expressed genes in all time points as seen
in Figure 9. Gene annotations for these transcripts are given in Table 2.
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Table 2. Description of the genes differentially expressed in DU 145 cells at all time points.
Fold change Gene Description

12.76 Normal mucosa of esophagus specific 1INMESIANM_032413A112242AH2

7.523 Ras homolog gene family, member BIARHBANM_00404CA204354AH200014

5.586 Homo sapiens cDNA FLJ14091 fis, clone MAMMA1000266AN/AAAK024153

5.378 Tyrosine 3-monooxygenaseltryptophan 5-monooxygenase activation

4.457 Homo sapiens cDNA FLJ25184 fis, clone CBR09423AN/AAAK057913AJOJ

4.342 Homo sapiens cDNA FLJ14088 fis, clone MAMMA1000227ANIMAAK02415O

4.239 Hypothetical protein FLJ10508AFLJ1 0508ANM_0181 18A274284AH20001 7

4.146 Likely homolog of mouse p140AKIAA1684~AB051471x278639AH20001733

4.104 PIR domain containing 7APRDM7ASNM_052996A278234AH200017242

3.794 Homo sapiens, clone IMAGE:4851821, mRNAAJIMBC015002A348705A'H20

3.687 Centaursn, beta lýCENTBIANM_014716A108947AH20001l613

3.498 Homo sapiens cDNA FLJ31060 fin, clone HSYRA200092SAN/AAAK055622

3.231 Homer, neuronal immediate early gene, 1BASYN47ANM_004272A337737

3.191 Fibrillin3AKIAA1776A'NM_032447A'1 16265AH200012003

3.17 Homo sapiens cDNA FLJ1 1709 fis, clone HEMBA1005133AN/AAAK021771

3.15 Thyroid transcription factor 1ATITFIAU33749AJ97764AH200014771

2.99 Small inducible cytokine subfamily C, member 1 (lymphotactin)AS

2.982 Homo sapiens cONA FLJ12209 fin, clone MAMMA1000962A'NIMAK022271

2.968 Homo sapiens mRNA full length insert cDNA clone EUROIMAGE 99418

2.819 Exonuclease 16EXOJANM_003686A47504AH200004844

2.815 Apolipoprotein MAG3AANM_019101A247129AH20001 5659

2.814 ESTs, Moderately similar to located at OATL1 [H.sapienS]A N/AABG

2.754 Putative UDP-GaINAc:polypeptide N-acetylgalactosaminyltransfera

2.736 Aryl hydrocarbon meceptor nuclear transtocator-likeAARNTLANM_00

2.725 Hypothetical protein FLJ14494AFLJ14494ANM_032795A322406AH200018

2.689 Homo sapiens cONA FLJ1 1599 fin, clone HEMBA1003879AN/MAAl021661

2.525 Horns sapiens putative ion channel protein CATSPER2 (CATSPER2),

2.505 Homo sapiens, clone IMAGE:4696946, mRNA, partial cdSANIM^BC01 78

2.488 Homo sapiens mRNA; cDNA DKFZp586BO918 (from clone DKFZp586BO918

2.453 LengsinALGSANM_016571A149585^H200013668

2.367 Hypothetical protein MGC20496AMGC20496ANM_052845A12106AH2000020

2.32 Carboxylesterase 2 (intestine, liver)uCES2ANM_0038691282975AH20

2.313 Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2G 2 (USC7 homolog, yeaSt)AUBE2G2

2.226 Homo sapiens mRNA full length insert cDNA clone EUROIMAGE 49248

2.209 ATP-dependent RNA helicaseAROK1 AAK001652n99423AH200010964

2.179 Major histocompatibility complex, class 1, FAHLA-FANM_018950Al 1

2.169 Homo sapiens cDNA FLJ32921 fis, clone TEST12006872AN/AAAK057483

2.164 Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein Hi (H)AHNRPH1 ANM_005520

2.157 Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 16ACXCL16ANM_022o59A82407AH20000

2.114 Homo sapiens cDNA FLJ31052 fia, clone HSYRA2000629, weakly aimi

2.078 Hypothetical protein R33729_1AR33729_1AZ78330A10927AH200010095

2.049 KIAA1902 proteinAKIA) 1902~AA967489A7149^H200001 372

2.007 Regulator of G-protein signalling 2, 24kDARGS2ANMQ 02 923 A78 944 A

0.5 Interleukin 19AlL19'NM_013371 n71 979AH200005769

0.497 Hypothetical protein FLJ13593AFLJ1 3593ANM_024780A145807AH20001 3

0.497 Apolipoprotein L, 6AAPOL6A~NM_03064JA257352AH200016431

0.494 CD37 antigen'CD37ANM_001 774n1 53053AH200013851

0.491 Hypothetical protein FLJ21 841AFLJ21 841 ANM_024609A29076AH2000038

0.487 Ribonuclease 6 pmecursorARNASE6PLAAK001769A8297AH200001633

0.486 KIAA0770 proteinAKlA.A0770ABC01 581 7A9452AH200001780

0.485 Retinoblastoma binding protein 5ARBBP5ANM_005057A72984AH2000058

0,473 Amplified in osteosarcomaAOS-9AAL1 37691A76228AH200006266

0.473 Rho GTPase activating protein 9ýARHGAP9ANM_032496AJ9807AH200002

n 466t Hvnnthetir.Al orotein Fl i.n1r,2JAFl .11n11521ANMV n1J8q512f3e138rAWW~nlf19
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0.465 Homo sapiens cDNA FLJ30018 fls, clone 3NB6920G0529'N/AWA054580

0.457 YDD19 protein'YDD1 9AU8231 9A350967AH200020967

0.449 Nuclear factor (erythroid-derived 2). 45koANFE2ANM_006163^75643

0.447 Low density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 4'LRP4AABO1 154

0.444 DnaJ (Hsp4O) homolog, subfamily C, member 3ADNAJC3ANM_006260'96

0.444 A disintegrin and metalloproteinase domain 11 AADAM11 ANM_002390A

0.443 87 proteinAB7ANM_006992A155586AH200014095

0.442 Homo sapiens mRNA: cDNA DKFZp434GO15 (from clone DKFZp434GO15)A

0.438 Horns sapiens cDNA FLJ31499 fis, clone NT2NE2005441, weakly simi

0.432 Sprouty homolog 4 (Drosophila)ASPRY4ANM_030964A285814AH20000884

0.431 Kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1'KIAA0132ANMI012289A57729'H2

0.431 Receptor tyrosine kinase-like orphan receptor 2AROR2ANM_004560'

0.43 Similar to RIKEN cIDNA 1110002C08 geneAMGC9564AAK054669A343553AH

0.424 Homo sapiens mRNA for WNT14B, complete cds'NIAANM_003396A350957

0.424 Kruppel-like factor 16AKLF16ANM_ 03191 8A3031 94AH200018168

0.41 Homo sapiens clone 23900 mRNA sequence'N/AAAF038184A293407AH200

0.406 Egf-like module containing, mucin-like, hormone receptor-likes

0.405 ESTsAN/AAAA278251 '173345AH200014184

0.404 Horns sapiens cIDNA: FLJ21572 fis, clone C0L06651ANIAAAK025225A15

0.4 Matrix Gla proteinAMGPANM_000900'279009'H200017417

0.399 KIAA0610 proteinAKIAAO61 0AABO1 11 82'1118087AH20001 2082

0.398 Homo sapiens cIDNA FLJ25057 fis, clone CBL04590AN/AAAK05778BA351

0.396 Hypothetical protein DKFZp762A227ADKFZp762A227AAL1 57431 '274453'

0.395 Homes boa 11 (T-cell lymphoma 3-associated breakpoint)AHOX1 1 M6

0.388 Insulin-like growth factor 2 (somatomedin A)AIGF2ANM_000612A349

0.379 G protein-coupled receptor 23AGPR23ANM_005296A27812AH200003795

0.36 Protein tyrosine phosphatase, non-receptor type 7APTIDN7'NMI0028

0.359 Protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type, N polypeptide 2APT

0.353 Tumor suppressing subtransferable candidate 4ATSSG4ANM_005706A1

0.353 Horns sapiens cIDNA FLJ14130 fis, clone MAM MAI 002618AN/AAAK024192

0.35 KIAA0825 proteinAK1AA0825AAB020632A194755AH200014678

0.347 CGI-35 proteinAL0C51077ANM_01 5962A3431 73AH20001 9907

0.338 Homo sapiens cDNA: FLJ21909 fis, clone HEP03834ANIAAAK025562A18

0.334 Hypothetical protein FLJ10477AFLJ1 0477ANM_01 8105A7432AH20000143

0.325 Sirtuin silent mating type information regulation 2 homolog 5

0.318 STE2O-like kinaseAJIKAAF1 81 985't 2040'H200002056

0.31 Cholecystokinin 8 receptor'CCKBRANM_000731'203AH200000057

0.305 Horns sapiens cIDNA FLJ25027 fis, clone CBL02392AN/AAAK05775V'915

0.299 V-ets erythroblastosis virus E26 oncogene homolog 1 (avian)AETS

0.295 Horns sapiens HSPC285 mRNA, partial cds'N/AAAF161403A293815AH200

0.285 Apelin; peptide ligand for APJ receptor'APELIN'NM_017413A303084

0.284 Homo sapiens mRNA; cIDNA DKFZp586K1922 (from clone DKFZp586K192

0.264 H2B histone family, member NAH2BFN'NM_003527A151506AH200013772

0.253 Horns sapiens cDNA FLJ30785 tis, clone FEBRA2000901AN/AAAK055347

0.25 H2A histone family, member K, pseudogeneAH2AFKPAZ80777A334456AH

0.244 Short-chain alcohol dehydrogenase family memberAHEP27'NM_005794

0.23 KIAA0211 gene productAKIA.A0211JANM_014630A79347AH200006670

0.2 Homo sapiens clone CDABPO095 mRNA sequenceANIAAAYOO7ISS'45919AH

0.193 Carbamnoyl-phosphate synthetase 1, mitochonddalACPSt'NM_001875A

0.191 FollistatinAFSTANM_006350'9914'H200001854

0.174 BCL2-associated X proteinABAXANM_004324A159428'H200007440

0.157 Homo sapiens mRNA full length insert cONA clone EUROIMAGE 36278

0.154 Solute camrer family 18 (vesicular acetylcholine), member 3ASL

0.138 GATA binding protein 3AGATA3ANM_002051A169946AH200007883

0.126 Nuclesr receptor binding proteinANRBPANM_013392A272736AH2000169

0.0971 Protocadherin 1 (cadherin-like 1 )APCDH1 'NM 032420'79769AH200006

0.0916 Horns sapiens mRNA: cDNA DKFZp56400862 (from close DKFZp56400862

0.0912 Hypothetical protein FLJ2071 8AFLJ2O71 8ANM01 7939A50579AH2000049



Table 3. Description of the genes differentially expressed in LAPC4 cells at all time points. Only
24 hr time point fold change is shown.

Fold
change Gene Description

9.845 Hepatic leukemia factorAHLFAM95585A250692AH200016237
7.326 Annexin A5AANXA5ANM_001 154A30071 1AH200009920
2.539 WAS protein family, member 2AWASF2ANM_006990A347375AH200020128
2.462 Estrogen receptor binding site associated, antigen, 9AEBAGgANM_

2.31 Putative 47 kDa proteinALOC56899AAF145204A92927AH200010556
2.162 Synaptogyrin 2ASYNGR2ANM_00471 0A5097AH200000996
0.495 Homo sapiens, Similar to RIKEN cDNA 0610030G03 gene, clone MGC:
0.489 Ras association (RaIGDS/AF-6) domain family 1ARASSF1ANM_007182A

0.479 Glial cells missing homolog a (Drosophila)AGCMAAAB047819A28346A

0.423 Homo sapiens clone 24734 mRNA sequenceAN/A^AAF070625 A12440AH2000

0.417 G protein-coupled receptor 35^GPR35ANM_005301^239891^H200015689
0.416 Homo sapiens, clone MGC:14381 IMAGE:4299817, mRNA, complete cds
0.375 KIAA0170 gene product^KIAA0170ANM_014641 J277585AH200017229

0.371 KIAA0775 gene product^KIAA0775^NM_014726A94790AH200010662
0.37 Solute carrier family 20 (phosphate transporter), member 1ASLC2

0.327 Chromosome 14 open reading frame 4^C14orf4AAB058768A179260AH200
0.306 Homo sapiens mRNA; cDNA DKFZp564C142 (from clone DKFZp564C142)A

RAB3D, member RAS oncogene
0.291 familyARAB3D^NM_004283^251376AH20001
0.254 Homo sapiens cDNA FLJ13691 fis, clone PLACE2000100AN/A^AK023753
0.247 Protocadherin 1 (cadherin-like 1)APCDH1JNM_032420A79769AH200006

Hypothetical protein
0.149 MGC4677^MGC4677^NM_052871A337986^H20001985
0.113 Annexin A2 pseudogene 1^ANXA2P1^M62896A348252^H200020164

0.0905 HLA-G histocompatibility antigen, class I, GAHLA-GANM_002127A73
0.0388 Hypothetical protein FLJ23467AFLJ23467ANM_024575^ 16179AH2000025
0.0046 Acrosomal vesicle protein 1^ACRV1^NM_001612A169222AH200007794

We have synthesized cDNA from all the cell lines treated with either DN FGFR
or GFP to use in Quantitative Real time RT-PCR analysis. Some of the interesting genes
have been studied by this assay to verify their differential expression in DN FGFR treated
cells. So far we have studied four genes including PCDHI, AKT3, AKTI and ECT2.
PCDHI seemed to be interesting initially. However, after Quantitative Real time RT-
PCR experiments, we did not see a consistent pattern of its expression in all DN FGFR
treated cell lines. It would be more crucial for this study to find a candidate gene that
plays an important role in FGFR signaling in all cell lines. Therefore, we did not proceed
with this gene further.
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As seen in Figure 10, the
relative expression of AKT3 was
significantly decreased 24 hr and
48 hr after treatment with DN
FGFR in C4-2B cell line.
LAPC4 cell line also showed •
similar pattern in earlier time U 1-

points. More detail analysis of
AKT3 and AKTI in other cell
lines in mRNA and protein levels
is in progress. It will be G

significantly important if we can
show that DN FGFR can disrupt ........
the AKT pathway since this
pathway is also involved in cell Figure 10. Relative expression of AKT3 in C4-
survival. We need more 2B cell line treated with gfp or DN FGFR.
convincing data to make this
conclusion and the experiments
to elucidate this possibility are in progress.

The epithelial cell transforming gene 2 (ECT2) plays a critical role in cytokinesis
and is phosphorylated in G2 and M phases of the cell cycle. It's drosophila homolog
pbl has been shown to be induced
by growth factors and FGF
Receptor Heartless 7

(HTL)[Schumacher et al.,
2004;Saito et al., 2003]. Therefore,
we thought to study this gene in 4

our system. As shown in Figure 1 F

11, the expression of ECT2 was
down-regulated in C4-2B cells in
16 and 48 hrs. We will extend this
work to other cell lines as well.
Additional microarray experiments o
and analysis are in progress to
determine significant genes critical Figure 11. Relative expression of ECT2 in C4-2B cell
in FGFR signaling pathway.

Recently, Biosorce line treated with gfp or DN FGFR.

International, Inc., (Camarillo,
CA), introduced a Mercator
PhosphoArray Kit that is compatible with our Instruments. This is a protein
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microarray detecting phosphorylation status of 10 proteins, including EGFR, FAK,
Src, Paxillin, Akt, JNKI/2, p38, HSP27, ATF2 and CREB. These proteins are
involved in different signaling pathways critical for cell migration, invasion and
survival. We have done one preliminary experiment with this kit and obtained a
promising data with p38 in DU145 cells treated with DN FGFR. P38 is involved in
kinase activation loop and responds to stress signals. We will determine the activity
of this protein in other cell lines we have. Since we already have set up the system
and have the lysates, it should not take us long to complete these experiments.
However, we understand that some of the data obtained from these experiments need
to be verified in other systems and studied further which is beyond the scope of this
project.

KEY RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

" Verification of DN FGFR effect on proliferation, survival and cell cycle of
additional prostate cancer cell lines to determine FGF receptor signaling is
essential for viability of human prostate cancer cells and disruption of this
signaling via expression of a dominant negative FGF receptor-i protein in
human prostate cancer cells might contribute to the death of cancer cells.

"* The G2/M transition may be a critical checkpoint in prostate cancer.

" Identification of increased CDC25C phosphatase activity and it's biologically
active spliced form in prostate cancer and the role of fibroblast growth factor
receptor signaling in its activity.

REPORTABLE OUTCOMES:
A published abstract: Ozen and Ittmann M: Increased CDC25C Phosphatase Activity in
Prostate Cancer: Correlation to Biochemical Recurrence. Journal of Molecular
Diagnostics 2004, (6)4: 431.

A manuscript in press: Ozen M and Ittmann M: Increased expression and activity of
CDC25C phosphatase and an alternatively spliced variant in prostate cancer. Clinical
Cancer research (in press).

CONCLUSIONS:

A research in this report supports that FGF receptor signaling is essential for
viability of human prostate cancer cells and disruption of this signaling via expression
of a dominant negative FGF receptor-I protein in human prostate cancer cells might
contribute to the death of cancer cells. These findings reveal that prostate cancer cells
treated with DN FGFR is arrested G2/M phase of cell cycle and eventually die. FGF
signaling modulated CDC25C activity in prostate cancer, and in this manner can promote
progression through the G2/M checkpoint. CDC25C protein is upregulated in comparison
to normal prostate tissue and is present almost exclusively in its active dephosphorylated
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form. Expression of a biologically active alternatively spliced CDC25C isoform is also
increased in prostate cancer. A better understanding of the mechanism by which FGF
signaling is regulated and determining other molecules involved in this pathway
contributing tumor growth and survival will facilitate the development of cancer
therapies to target FGF signaling pathway.
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ABSTRACT

Alterations in the control of cell cycle progression have been implicated in a wide

variety of malignant neoplasms, including prostate cancer. CDC25 phosphatases belong

to the tyrosine phosphatase family and play a critical role in regulating cell cycle

progression by dephosphorylating cyclin dependent kinases at inhibitory residues.

CDC25C plays an important role in the G2/M transition by activating Cdc2/Cyclin B I

complexes. To determine whether CDC25C activity is altered in prostate cancer, we have

examined the expression of CDC25C and an alternatively spliced variant in human

prostate cancer samples and cell lines. CDC25C protein is upregulated in prostate cancer

in comparison to normal prostate tissue and is present almost exclusively in its active

dephosphorylated form. Expression of a biologically active alternatively spliced CDC25C

isoform is also increased in prostate cancer and expression of alternatively spliced

CDC25C is correlated to occurrence of biochemical (PSA) recurrence. We have also

developed a quantitative RT-PCR analysis of Ki-67 expression as a method of measuring

proliferative activity in prostate cancer from RNA samples. Based on this analysis of Ki-

67 expression, some, but not all of this increase in CDC25C and its alternatively spliced

variants is correlated with increased proliferation in prostate cancer. This data suggests

that CDC25C might play an important role in prostate cancer progression and could be

used to monitor and predict the aggressiveness of this disease.
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INTRODUCTION

Abnormal expression and/or activity of cell cycle regulatory proteins have been

identified in a wide variety of malignant neoplasms, including prostate cancer. Cell cycle

progression is controlled by the sequentially activities of cyclin dependent kinases, whose

activities are tightly regulated by cyclins, cyclin dependent kinase inhibitors and a variety

of other proteins. Several groups have shown increased expression of cyclin B 1, which

plays a critical role in the G2/M transition, in human prostate cancers (1,2). Recent work

by Maddison et al.(3) has demonstrated increased levels of cyclin B 1 in poorly

differentiated and androgen independent prostate cancers in the TRAMP mouse model of

prostate cancer. During G2, the Cdc2/Cyclin B complex is kept inactive by

phosphorylation of Cdc2 by Wee l. At the onset of mitosis, Cdc2/Cyclin B complexes are

dephosphorylated by CDC25 phosphatase leading to increased kinase activity (4-6). Our

laboratory has demonstrated previously that disruption of fibroblast growth factor

signaling in prostate cancer cells leads to decrease in Cdc2 kinase activity and arrest in

G2, followed by cell death (7). These findings imply that the G2/M transition may be a

critical checkpoint in prostate cancer.

CDC25 phosphatases belong to the tyrosine phosphatase family and play a critical

role in regulating cell cycle progression by dephosphorylating cyclin dependent kinases

at inhibitory residues. In human cells, CDC25 proteins are encoded by a multigene

family, consisting of CDC25A, CDC25B, and CDC25C (8). In late G2, CDC25C

dephosphorylates Cdc2 on both threonine 14 and tyrosine 15, leading to the activation of

Cdc2/Cyclin B complexes (9-11) and progression through the G2/M checkpoint.

Phosphorylation of serine 216 of CDC25C throughout interphase and upon G2
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checkpoint activation has been found to negatively regulate the activity of CDC25C by

cytoplamic sequestration (12,13) and a positive feedback loop has been proposed

between Cdc2 and CDC25C (11,13-15). Activated Chk kinases can phosphorylate

CDC25C at serine 216, blocking the activation of Cdc2 and transition into M-phase (16).

Another aspect of CDC25 regulation is alternative splicing that may produce at least five

CDC25B variants (17), and splice variants are also reported for CDC25A and CDC25C

(18,19). The activity and regulation of CDC25C in prostate carcinoma has not been

previously examined, despite its potentially important role in the G2/M transition in this

common malignancy.

To determine whether CDC25C plays a role in prostate cancer, we have examined

the expression of CDC25C and an alternatively spliced variant in human prostate cancer

samples and cell lines at both the protein and RNA levels. CDC25C protein is

upregulated in comparison to normal prostate tissue and is present predominantly in its

active dephosphorylated form. At the transcriptional level, CDC25C and an alternatively

spliced variants were both overexpressed in prostate cancer. The expression of the spliced

variants were correlated with biochemical recurrence.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tissue acquisition and extraction: Normal peripheral zone, hyperplastic transition zone

(BPH) and cancer tissues were collected from men undergoing radical prostatectomy for

clinically localized prostate cancer by Baylor prostate cancer SPORE Tissue Core and

snap frozen. Benign tissues were confirmed to be free of cancer and cancer tissues

contained at least 70% carcinoma. RNAs were extracted from 17 normal peripheral zone

tissues, 7 BPH tissues and 58 prostate cancers using TRIzoL Reagent (Invitrogen,

Carlsbad, CA) as described in the manufacturer's protocol. We analyzed 20 cancers with

no evidence of prostate specific antigen (PSA) recurrence after 5 years of follow-up, 19

cancers with delayed PSA recurrence (mean time to recurrence 34.1 months) and 19

cancers with early recurrence i.e. less than one year (mean time to recurrence 4.5

months). PSA recurrence was defined as serum PSA greater than 0.2 ng/ml. Protein

extracts were prepared as described previously (20) from 10 cancers and 8 normal

peripheral zone tissues.

Reverse transcriptase-PCR and agarose gel elecrophoreisis: RNAs extracted from the

prostate tissues were first reverse transcribed as previously described (21) and analyzed

for the presence of two different cDNAs for CDC25C using the following primers

flanking the deletions of the CDC25C sequence: forward, 5'-AGA GAG AAG CTT ATG

TCT ACG GAA CTC TTC TCA TCC-3'; reverse, 5'-CCC AAA TAT TTC ATT TCA

CTG TCC-3' as described previously by Bureik et al. (19). The j3-actin primers were as

described previously (22). Thirty-five cycles with the following program were

performed: denaturation at 94°C for I min, annealing at 60'C for 1.5 min, elongation at

72°C for I min followed by 5 min extension at 72°C. The reaction was performed with
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the Takara kit (Takara Bio, Inc, Japan) following the manufacturer's protocol. The PCR

products were analyzed on a 1.5 % agarose gels and stained with ethidium bromide.

Cell lines: DU145, PC3 and LNCaP human prostate cancer cell lines were cultured in

RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 1% antibiotic and antimycotic (Gibco,

Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS).

Quantitative real-time PCR and Primer Design. Real-time RT-PCR was carried out in

iCycler real-time thermal cycler (BioRad, Hercules, CA) as described previously (22),

incorporating the optimized PCR reaction conditions for each primer set. Oligonucleotide

primers for CDC25C were carefully designed to cross exon/intron regions and to avoid

self complementarity or the formation of primer-dimers and hairpins. Two primer sets,

one detecting only the full length CDC25C by binding in the region deleted in the

alternatively spliced variant (forward 5'-GCCACTCAGCTTACCACTTC-3'; reverse 5'-

ATTTCATTTCACTGTCCACCAAG-3'), and the other detecting both spliced variant

and the full length CDC25C (forward 5'-GACACCCAGAAGAGAATAATCATC-3';

reverse 5'-CGACACCTCAGCAACTCAG-3') were used. Alternatively spliced

transcript levels were calculated by subtraction of full-length CDC25C transcript levels

from the total CDC25C levels. This approach allows quantitation of the major

alternatively spliced isoforms detected in prostate cancer cells, specifically the C5 and C4

variants described by Wegener et al. (18). The primers for Ki67 were as follows: forward,

5'-ACGAGACGCCTGGTTACTA TC-3'; reverse, 5' -GCTCATCAATAACAGACC

CATTTAC-3'. The P3-actin primers were as described previously (22). The threshold

cycle (Ct) values in log linear range representing the detection threshold values was used
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for quantitation and expressed as copy numbers based on a standard curve generated

using plasmid DNA.

Western blot analysis: The tissue samples were homogenized and lysed in lysis buffer

(20) and cleared by centrifugation for 10 min in a microcentrifuge at 4°C. Protein

concentration was determined using a BioRad protein assay. The lysates were then boiled

in sample buffer, centrifuged and the 30 ug of supernatant protein subjected to sodium

dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide (SDS-PAGE) electrophoresis using a 10% gel. The

resolved proteins were electrotransferred to nitrocellulose membranes and then blocked

with phosphate buffered saline with 0.5% Tween 20 (PBST) containing 5% fat-free milk.

Western blot for CDC25C was performed using 500 ng/ml polyclonal anti-CDC25C

antibody (C20, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) and anti-phosphoCDC25C

(ser 216) antibody (901, Cell Signaling Technology, Beverly, MA) at 40 for 16 hrs. The

membranes then were washed with PBST and treated with appropriate secondary

antibody. The antigen-antibody reaction was visualized using an enhanced

chemiluminescence (ECL) assay (Amersham, Arlington Hts, IL) and exposure to ECL

film (Amersham). Control antibody was an anti-[-actin monoclonal antibody (A5316,

Sigma) used at a 1:5000 dilution. To determine the specificity of the bands observed in

Western blots for CDC25, anti-CDC25C antibody was pre-incubated with five fold molar

excess of the blocking peptide (sc-327 P, Santa Cruz Biotechnology) for 2 hr at room

temperature before use in the Western blot protocol. For quantitative Western blotting

studies, the intensities of the bands on the Western blots were quantified as densitometric

units (DU) by using the GelExpert software package supplied with the Nucleovision gel

imaging system (Nucleo Tech Corporation, Hayward, CA).
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RESULTS

Activity of CDC25C protein in clinically localized human prostate cancers.

To evaluate the in vivo activity of CDC25C in prostate cancer tissues, we determined the

levels of total and phosphorylated CDC25C protein in the lysates from normal prostate

peripheral zone and prostate cancer tissue samples. Out of 9 evaluable cancer samples,

only two had readily detectable amounts of phospho-CDC25C (Fig. 1). In contrast, in the

same blots normal prostate peripheral zone samples had detectable phospho-CDC25C

protein in 6 of 8 samples. Total CDC25C protein was detectable in 6 of 9 cancer cases

whereas only 2 of 8 normal tissue samples showed detectable total CDC25C when

analyzed in the same blots (Fig. 1). Thus, in cancer tissues there is both markedly

increased CDC25C protein and much less of its inactive phosphorylated form.

Alternatively spliced CDC25C variant is detected in prostate cancer RNA and in

prostate cancer cell lines.

In addition to the full length CDC25C protein examined above, there are alternatively

spliced of CDC25C transcripts that have been detected in a number of cancer cell lines

(18,19). The immunoglobin heavy chain, that is present in large amounts in some patient

samples, may interfere with direct measurement of the alternatively spliced proteins in

clinical samples. We therefore analyzed RNAs from prostate cancer cell lines and a

second set of clinically localized prostate cancers for the presence of the CDC25C

alternatively spliced variants using RT-PCR and electrophoreisis on agarose gels (Figure

2A). The full length wild type (WT) and alternatively spliced CDC25C transcripts are

present in both LNCaP and DU145 prostate cancer cell lines (Fig. 2A). The major

alternatively spliced isoform corresponds to the C5 variant described by Wegener et al.
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(18). Other variant transcripts, intermediate in size between the WT and C5 transcripts

were present in lower amounts as well. The C5 CDC25C transcript was detectable by this

methodology in 29 of 58 prostate cancer RNAs. In contrast, only 3 of 17 normal

peripheral zone samples and none of the seven BPH samples had detectable quantities of

this variant. The difference between the cancer and benign samples was statistically

significant (p=0.002, Fisher exact test). In addition, the presence of the variant was

strongly associated with the occurrence of biochemical (PSA) recurrence. Overall, the

variant was present in cancer samples from 23 of 38 patients with biochemical recurrence

but only 6 of 20 without PSA recurrence. This difference was statistically significant

(p=0.027, Pearson's chi square). Since PSA recurrence, particularly early PSA

recurrence, is associated with aggressive disease and decreased patient survival, this

observation implies that expression of the variant mRNA is higher in aggressive prostate

cancers. No statistically significant correlation of expression of the CDC25C variant with

preoperative PSA or pathological stage was detected. As illustrated in Figure 2A, the

cancer tissues also appeared to express increased amounts of WT mRNA in addition to

expressing the variant mRNA, consistent with our observation of increased levels of WT

CDC25C protein in the prostate cancer extracts.

We studied the presence of alternatively spliced CDC25C variant protein in

prostate cancer cell lines to confirm its expression at the protein level (Figure 2B). Both

the WT and C5 variant are expressed in all three of the commonly used prostate cancer

cell lines (DU 145, LNCaP and PC3). The specificity of the antibody for the WT and C5

variant was confirmed by pre-incubation of the anti-CDC25C antibody with excess

peptide immunogen, which abolished both bands in a Western blot of LNCaP cell extract.
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Other variant CDC25C proteins are also present in lower amounts, particularly in PC3

cells. To determine if the C5 variant is phosphorylated at the serine 216 residue, which is

associated with cytoplasmic sequestration and loss of biological activity, we analyzed

Western blots of DU145 protein extracts with a serine 216 specific anti-phospho-

CDC25C antibody. No phosphorylation at serine 216 was detected in the C5 variant

despite the readily detectable phosphorylation of the WT protein.

To assess the relationship between the level of WT and spliced variant proteins

and mRNA levels we carried out quantitative RT-PCR to detect WT or spliced variant

mRNAs and performed Western blots with serial dilutions of protein extracts from the

same cells with anti-CDC25C antibody. We used both actively proliferating and

confluent DU145 cells in these studies. As described in Materials and Methods, the

quantitative RT-PCR assay used measures both the C4 and C5 mRNA variants (and

potentially other variants) as alternatively spliced transcripts, although based on the gel

electrophoreisis in Figure 2A, the C5 variant appears to be the dominant form. Western

blots were scanned to quantitatively determine the band intensity of WT and alternatively

spliced isoforms and the ratio of protein band intensity (as densitometric units) per ug

protein to RNA copy number determined. For actively growing cells this ratio was 11.1 X

10-3 for WT Vs 2.21 X 10-3 for the spliced variant and for confluent cells this ratio was

2.8 X 10-3 for WT Vs 0.94 X 10-3. Thus the WT transcript is associated with

approximately 3-5 times more protein per transcript when compared to the alternative

spliced transcript. Whether this is due to differences in translation efficiency or protein

stability (or both) is not known.
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To confirm our qualitative observations in the clinical with more rigorous

quantitative data, we determined the expression levels of CDC25C WT and the spliced

variants by real-time RT-PCR assay. Quantitative analysis of expression of WT CDC25C

mRNA revealed a four fold increase in WT mRNA in cancer tissues relative to normal

tissues (0.3 +/- .08 CDC25C transcripts/!10 4 3-actin transcripts in normal Vs 1.28 +/- 0.2

CDC25C transcripts/ 104 3-actin transcripts in cancer tissues; mean +/- SEM). This

difference was statistically significant (P<0.001, Mann Whitney Rank Sum test). In

addition, as can be seen in Figure 3, there is a statistically significant increase in the

expression of both total CDC25C and CDC25C splice variant mRNA in recurrent

prostate cancers (p=0.037 and p<0.001, respectively, Mann Whitney) when compared to

non-recurrent cancers. This increase is particularly marked in the prostate cancers with

early recurrence. It should be noted that although the amount of spliced variant mRNAs

in the recurrent cancers is about equal to the amount of WT mRNA, the amount of

spliced variant protein(s) is probably three to five fold lower, based on the quantitative

studies in DU145 cells described above.

Determination of Ki-67 RNA levels by real time quantitative RT-PCR as

measurement for proliferative activity and normalization of CDC25C levels.

Since CDC25 is involved in control of exit from the G2 phase of the cell cycle, it

is likely that the differences between normal and cancer tissues and non-recurrent and

recurrent cancer tissues may be associated with differences in proliferative activity. To

address this question, we designed a real time RT-PCR assay to determine RNA levels of

the proliferation marker, Ki-67. The monoclonal antibody recognizing Ki-67 is routinely

used in oncology to assess the proliferative index of tumor cells. Ki-67 transcript levels
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were approximately two fold higher in the cancer tissues when compared to normal

peripheral zone tissues (p=0.001, Mann-Whitney). As seen in Figure 4, relative

expression of Ki-67 to P-actin was increased in Gleason Score 7-9 cases (Vs Gleason

scores 5-6) and in cases with extracapsular extension and seminal vesicle invasion (Vs

organ confined cancers), although not in cases with lymph node metastasis (Fig. 4). Ki-67

mRNA was also increased in prostate cancers that recurred (Vs non-recurrent cancers),

particularly the cancers with early PSA recurrence (Fig. 4). The difference between the

Ki-67 transcript levels in non-recurrent versus those with early recurrence was

statistically significant (p=0.032, Mann Whitney). Overall, as expected, increased Ki-67

transcript levels were associated with pathological and clinical parameters indicative of

aggressive disease.

We then examined the correlation between CDC25C and Ki-67 transcript levels

using the Pearson Product Moment test. There was a statistically significant correlation

between the Ki-67 transcript levels and total, WT and variant CDC25C transcript levels

(p<0.001, p<0.001, p<0.018, respectively). The correlation coefficients ranged from 0.5-

0.6, implying that a substantial fraction, but not all, of the variance in CDC25C levels is

associated with differences in proliferation. As an alternative way to examine this

association, we normalized expression of CDC25C expression levels using Ki-67

transcript levels determined on the same cDNAs rather than 3-actin levels (Figure 5).

Using this normalization, expression levels of the CDC25C splice variants was still

significantly increased in patients with subsequent biochemical recurrence, including

patients with either early (p=0.041) and late recurrence (p=0.044). The level of the Ki-67

normalized alternatively spliced CDC25c mRNA was also significantly higher in cancers
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with higher Gleason score (Gleason 7-9 Vs 5-6; p=0.044, Mann Whitney) and was higher

in cases with extracapsular extension, seminal vesicle invasion and lymph node

metastasis, although these differences were not statistically significant.

DISCUSSION

CDC25A and CDC25B have been shown to collaborate with either mutation in

the RAS oncogene or loss of retinoblastoma protein in transformation and, in this initial

report, CDC25B protein was increased in 32% of human breast cancers (23).

Subsequently, increased expression of CDC25A has been demonstrated in head and

neck(24), non-small cell lung(25), gastric (26) and colon cancers(27) while CDC25B is

increased in non-Hodgkin's lymphomas(28), as well as head and neck(24), non-small cell

lung(25), gastric(26), colon(27), pancreatic(28) and prostate cancers (29). In contrast,

increased expression of CDC25C has only been reported in a fraction of colon (27) and

endometrial cancers(30). We have shown that the majority of prostate cancers have both

increased total WT CDC25C protein and less phosphorylated CDC25C when compared

to normal prostatic tissue. The level of WT CDC25C mRNA was increased 4-fold in

cancer tissues consistent with these increased protein levels. Thus there are significantly

higher levels of WT CDC25C protein in prostate cancer and much less of its inactive

phosphorylated form, consistent with a marked increase in CDC25C phosphatase activity

in prostate cancer.

In addition to the full length CDC25C mRNA, we detected a major alternatively

spliced CDC25C in both human prostate cancers in vivo and in prostate cancer cell lines.

This alternatively spliced transcript has a deletion of exons 3, 5 and 6 of the CDC25C

gene and encodes a smaller protein containing the carboxy terminal catalytic domain and
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17 unique amino acids. This alternatively spliced variant can complement a CDC25C

mutant strain of S. Pombe (19). It is interesting to note that this variant leads to an

increased uncoupling of the onset of mitosis and the completion of DNA synthesis in this

mutant strain of S. Pombe, implying poor regulation of the activity of this variant protein.

This alternatively spliced RNA was detected as visible band in one half of the prostate

cancers analyzed but in only 16% of the benign tissues. The presence of this variant was

significantly correlated with biochemical (PSA) recurrence following radical

prostatectomy. Quantitative RT-PCR studies confirmed a significant increase in variant

CDC25C mRNAs in prostate cancer and its correlation with PSA recurrence, particularly

early PSA recurrence which is associated with aggressive disease and worse patient

outcome (31). It should be noted that the quantitative RT-PCR assay detects other splice

variants, particularly the C4 variant, which may also contribute to the observed

correlation, although the C5 variant was the most highly expressed form. Although the

spliced variant mRNA are only a portion of total CDC25C mRNA in vivo, it may have

significant biological effects that lead to more aggressive diseases, perhaps through poor

regulation of its activity. Thus, prostate cancer is characterized by multiple alterations in

CDC25C that can increase its activity in vivo.

Based on comparison of CDC25C and Ki-67 transcript levels, there was a

significant correlation of WT and variant CDC25C transcript levels with Ki-67 transcript

levels. Increased expression of CDC25C would be expected to promote progression

through the G2/M checkpoint and, particularly if associated with loss of other cell cycle

checkpoint controls, would increase cellular proliferation. Further mechanistic studies to

determine the basis of the increased CDC25C transcript levels in cancer may reveal
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whether this is a primary event associated with malignant transformation or a secondary

event related other alterations in prostate cancer cells such as increased growth factor

signaling.

The finding that the level of alternatively spliced CDC25C transcripts is

correlated with recurrence, even after correction for proliferation by normalization to Ki-

67 levels indicates that expression of variant CDC25C has independent correlation with

biochemical recurrence. Bureik et al. (19) have shown that expression of the major

alternatively spliced CDC25C variant in S. Pombe resulted in uncoupling of mitosis from

completion of S-phase. Of note is the finding that the C5 variant does not appear to be

phosphorylated at the inhibitory serine 216 residue. This site is phophorylated by Chk

kinase, which plays an important role in protecting the genomic integrity of cells

following DNA damage (32). Thus expression of the C5 variant of CDC25C could

potentially result in genomic instability, which could facilitate emergence of aggressive

disease. Further studies are needed to test this possibility.

In summary, we have described, for the first time, the increased activity of

CDC25C phosphatase and overexpression of an alternatively spliced CDC25C mRNA in

prostate cancer. Increased expression of the both total CDC25C mRNA and its spliced

variant are correlated with biochemical recurrence, particularly early recurrence. Further

studies need to be done to determine the role of CDC25C and its spliced variants in

prostate cancer pathogenesis.
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FIGURE LEGENDS:

Figure 1. CDC25C protein levels in clinically localized human prostate cancers.

Normal peripheral zone and cancer tissues were collected from men undergoing radical

prostatectomy for clinically localized prostate cancer by Baylor prostate cancer SPORE

Tissue Core and snap frozen. Protein lysates were prepared as described in "Materials

and Methods". Western blot for CDC25C was performed using polyclonal anti-CDC25C

antibody or a serine 216 phosphorylation site specific antibody. An anti-p3-actin

monoclonal antibody was used as loading control. The numbers representing samples are

obtained from our clinical database. Sample 24 was not included in the analysis due to

low P3-actin signal, indicating inadequate protein in this lane.

Figure 2. Expression of full length and alternatively spliced CDC25C mRNA and/or

proteins in prostate tissues and prostate cancer cell lines.

(A) RNAs were extracted from normal peripheral zone tissues, BPH tissues and prostate

cancer tissue samples using TRIzoL Reagent as described by the manufacturer's protocol

and analyzed by RT-PCR as described in Materials and Methods. Bands corresponding to

the full length (512 bp) and variant mRNA (293 bp) are indicated. Three samples each

of cancer, normal and BPH groups are shown. RT-PCR with P3-actin primers was used as

a control for cDNA quantity.

(B) Protein lysates from prostate cancer cell lines are subjected to Western blot analysis

using the appropriate antibodies as described in "Materials and Methods". Preincubation
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with peptide immunogen for the CDC25C antibody was used to determine the specificity

of the two CDC25C bands.

Figure 3. Correlation of PSA recurrence with expression of CDC25C mRNAs relative to

13-actin as determined by real time RT-PCR. Total and WT mRNA transcript levels were

determined by quantitative RT-PCR as described in Materials and Methods. Alternatively

spliced transcript levels were calculated by subtraction of wild type CDC25C transcript

levels from the total CDC25C levels. Mean values are shown +/- standard error.

Statistically significant differences are marked with an asterisk.

Figure 4. Correlation of expression of Ki-67 mRNA relative to P3-actin with clinical and

pathological parameters in clinically localized prostate cancer. Clinical samples are

grouped by Gleason grade, presence of extracapsular extension (ECE), seminal vesicle

invasion (SVI) and lymph node metastasis (LN Met). Cases with PSA recurrence were

compared to those without recurrence (-). Statistically significant differences are

indicated by an asterisk.

Figure 5. Relative expression of CDC25C to Ki67 in prostate cancer. Total and WT

mRNA transcript levels were determined by quantitative RT-PCR as described in

Materials and Methods. Alternatively spliced transcript levels were calculated by

subtraction of wild type CDC25C transcript levels from the total CDC25C levels.

Samples are grouped by their recurrence status and interval. Statistically significant

differences in each group are marked with an asterisk.
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